
Rrst idea
of black anger
from coverage
of Soweto
on television

meet more than one person at a time, except
members of his family. Still, it was better
than being in prison - especially a South
African prison.

Events late in 1977 seemed to suegest
that South Africa was abandoning one of its
very few claims to being a free country, even
for the whites. It was. abandoning any pre-
tence of freedom of the press. Like so many
other extreme opponents of Communism,
the Vorster Government had embraced the
more repressive methods of Communism
and was displaying the paranoiac reactions
that have made Communist governments so
intolerant of dissent.

Little vigour :
The South African press in general had
hardly been noted for the vigour of its politi-
cal criticism. The Afrikaner newspapers
tended to be tame, and some of them were
out-and-out apologists for the regime. Some
of the English-language papers were com-
pendious rather than incisive. The state-
owned South African Broadcasting Cor-
poration usually ignored news likely to em-
barrass the Government. Its single
television channel, which broadcasts alter-
nately in Afrikaans and English, has been
on the air only since 1975. I was iold by a
member of the white establishment that
television coverage of the Soweto riots in
June 1976 had given white viewers for the
first time some idea of what black anger was
all about. I cannot vouch for this, but normal
TV coverage is heavily biased in favour of
the Government and the white community.

Conten4 a Toronto monthly magazine
devoted primarily to news and criticism of
the Canadian media, published in its issue of
last November a comparison of news cov-
erage done in South Africa in a single week
of March 1977. The study was done by
Michael Hastings, a television journalist
who has been a producer for both the CBC
and the SABC, as well as a reporter for the
Hamilton Spectator. He compared hard news
coverage (leaving out editorials, sports,
business news, fashion features and so
forth) in five daily newspapers and on both
the Afrikaans and English newscasts of the
SABC. The papers studied were the Rand
Daily Mail (English morning), the Jo-
hannesburg Star (English afternoon), Die
Transvaler (Afrikaans morning), Beeld (Af-
rikaans morning), and Die Vaderland (Afri-
kaans afternoon). All these papers are
aimed primarily at white readers. Un-
fortunately, Hastings did not include The
World in his study.

The most interesting statistics were in
a column headed "bad news" -defined here
as "news that could be seriously embarrass-
ing to the South African Government -
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mostly allegations of criminal violencato t;
police or illegal police meddling with thei gé
ministration of justice". The percentage ec
such news appearing in the media surverét
in the week chosen at random last M Dai
were as foilows: Rand Daily Mai4 6.1^11i
cent; Transvaler, 2.2 per cent; Beeld, i.Lt
cent; Star, 0.6 per cent; Vaderland, 0; Sr'>asg
African television (English), 0; SATV W co
kaans), O. Assuming the week was reaçial c
ably typical, these findings conf'irYn vel

common opinion that, among the bigrabl
newspapers, the Rand Daily Mail is e,iurE
the sharpest thorn in the GovernrnF
flesh. They show that the Afrikaans pre rN
not entirely uncritical. They suggest ? ri
the Star is less than adventurous in ikQ' «
mestic coverage. They confirm that t• P
vision news in South Africa is what rr
Government wants the audience to k' "
and little more. IN

The Hastings article lists half a d( r'
highly-dramatic news events that occu
during this week picked at random and e'
a negative impression of the South Afrï
authorities. One was a decision by the CI
Justice of the Supreme Court. Others v
allegations of police brutality sensationE
any journalistic standard. These v
among the news stories ignored by t
vision and by some of the newspapers.

Apart from this kind of suppresç
there is another way in which press
broadcastcoverage affects the outlook
judgment of white South Africans. Hast
put it this way in Content

Both TV and the white-oriented pa^.
provide meagre coverage of events an
the non-white population. Admittedly
whites' wealth, education, and polit
power cause them to be the chief nE
makers, but while blacks generally k
a good deal about the everyday existe
of the whites (because they work
them), extremelyfew whites have the
giest notion of what is going on amoT
the blacks, who make up the o
whelming majority of the population
universal is this hermetically-sealed
norance that most whites never givf;
any thought.

Prodigies of courage
Yet, despite all this, South Africa can bi
prodigies of journalistic courage on a i
quite unknown in Canada. In this coun
as in the other Western democracies, th-
ing verbal -rocks at the Government i
easy that sometimes it takes more br
and guts to offer a word in defence of er
lished authority. In South Africa, defia
of the Government is dangerous and hit
unpopular with the white community. It
quires conviction, stamina and a willing]


